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This study presents and analyzes novel cross-linguistic generalizations about vowel epenthesis
in fricative-initial clusters in loanword adaptation. It is well known that clusters that begin
with a sibilant fricative show variation in epenthesis sites. In Hindi, for example, word-initial
sibilant-stop clusters are borrowed with external epenthesis (e.g., ‘school’ → [Iskul]), whereas
sibilant-sonorant clusters are borrowed with internal epenthesis (e.g., ‘slipper’ → [sIlIper]; Singh
1985). Notably, Fleischhacker (2001) suggests an implicational universal in (1), in which if a
cluster undergoes internal epenthesis, all the other clusters on its right also undergo internal
epenthesis. (S: voiceless sibilant fricative, T: stop, Y: glide, R: sonorant)
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Epenthesis patterns in sibilant-initial clusters (Fleischhacker 2001)
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However, previous generalizations have only concerned epenthesis in word-initial sibilant-initial
clusters, excluding (i) word-initial clusters that begin with a non-sibilant fricative and (ii)
word-final sibilant-initial clusters. Also, they may have been confounded with language-specific
phonotactic restrictions that may obligatorily determine the epenthesis site.
The present cross-linguistic survey considers loanwords from 50 languages, involving vowel
epenthesis in word-initial or word-final clusters beginning with a sibilant or non-sibilant fricative. The main findings are: (i) variation in epenthesis sites is observed only in word-initial
sibilant-initial clusters, not in non-sibilant-initial clusters showing internal epenthesis only; (ii)
variation in epenthesis sites is observed only in word-initial sibilant-initial clusters, not in wordfinal sibilant-initial clusters showing internal epenthesis only; and (iii) Fleischhacker’s (2001)
generalization partially holds between sibilant-stop and sibilant-sonorant clusters, when considering language-specific markedness in the borrowing language.
I argue that the typological patterns of epenthesis in fricative-inital cluster adaptation can
be best explained by the presence or absence of intensity rise created inside or outside the cluster.
Epenthesis is more likely to occur at an intensity rise because the epenthetic vowel insertion
where there is an intensity rise makes a perceptually less salient change from the original cluster
than epenthesis where there is no intensity rise, based on the P-map hypothesis (Steriade
2008) that an output involving a perceptually smaller change is more optimal. Specifically, the
sibilant-non-sibilant asymmetry (i), the positional asymmetry (ii), and the revised implicational
universal (iii) are explained by the diﬀerence in the intensity of the word-initial fricatives (2), the
diﬀerent intensity contours outside the cluster (3), and the diﬀerent intensity pattern between
the sibilant and the following consonant (4), respectively (S: sibilant, F: non-sibilant fricative,
R: sonorant, T: stop).
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